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INTRODUCTION 

Before any attempt is made to l.'Onstrud a 
receiver, it is necessary to examine the problems 
which s11rround the crystal set. so that the best 
can be obtained from any of the designs 
attempted. 

Firstly, it must be understood that the crystal 
set as it is to-day does not provide any amplifica
tion, It relies entirely on what is fed into it via 
the aerial and earth system and pives a ,•ery faith-
ful replica of the original transmission. 

From this it will be obvious that the aerial and 
earth system must be as efficient as possjhle if 
the; final results are to be in any way outstanding. 
This because these are the only means by ~hich 
the signals are fed to the receiver. 

Secondly it is necessary to understand the 
nature of the transmitted signal. then it will be 
easy to understand the working of the set and to 
appreciate the function of each of the components. 

When crystal sets first became popular. very 
little information was generally available, at 
least, not in a form that school-boys could 
anderstand, 

We all built sets of all shapes nod sizes. with 
coil designs that had to be seen to be believed. 
but very few of us had much Mea of how they 
worked. 

I well remember the case of a cousin of mine 
who, in those days acquired a magnificent ,·ari
able capacitor or condenser as it was then called, 
this instrument had a most impressively engraved 
dial of polished e.booite. brass vanes and nickel 
plated etld plates, Ha\-fog observed simi1a.r dials 
on several highly priced oommercia] receivers in 
the town. he at once ripped out the somewhat 
tattered coil from the family receiver and replaced 
it with this device. The profoWid silence which 
ensued ca11sed considerable amazement and dis
may until a better informed adult explafoed the 
mysteries of L and C to him. Readers of this 
manual. 11owe•,er, will be better informed and 
there is no risk of failure with any of the designs 
described provided the instructions are carefully 
followed. 

The Signal 
To commence. we will assume that an orchestra 

5 

is playing in a broadcasting studio. Since fho 
principle of radio lransmission is electrical it is 
necessary to change Lhe sound produced by the 
orchestra into an electrical equivalent. This is 
carried out by the microphone, which picks up 
the sound and changes it into minute electric 
currents. 

As they appear at the output of the micro
phone they are too small to be of use and 
accordingly are passed through a high power 
ampHfier. These amplified currents could now 
be transmitted, but unfortunately, as we shall 
learn. owing to the inherent nature of the signal 
in lhis slate. transmission over any useful distance, 
would be impractical. 

When the music from the orchestra is trans.. 
formed into electrical currents they are in the 
form of alternating currents. usually called A.C .• 
that is tliey rise to a maximum in one direction. 
fall to a minimum~ rise to a maximum in the 
opposite direction and then fall to minimum 
again. This process is repeated over and over 
again. One complete rise and fall in each direc
tion is called a cycle and is drawn in Fig. 1. 
Every time a note is struck on a piano, Yihrations 
are sent out which reach the ear enabling you to 
hear it. These vibrations are also spoken of a.s 
cycles. they rise and ran in intensity the same way 
as an alternating current. The number of cycles 
radiated by any given note over a period of on111 
second are referred to as its frequency. Middle 
Con the piano sends out 261 cycles every second 
and is known as having a frequency of 261. The 
microphone also "hears~- the note and in the 
case of middle C produces minute A.C. at 261 
cycles. This can be drawn as in Fig. 2. the only 
dlfference between Fig. 1 and 2 is. that the time 
factor is giYen so tha.t the rrequency c.an be iden
tified. The higher the pitch of a note the higher 
lhe frequency a.nd the lower the pitch the lower 
the frequency. On a piano the frequency of the 
top note is 3515 cycles and that of the lower 27 
cycles. Those of you w.ho have listened to an 
organ in a '---oncert haH will have noticed that 
when a very deep- note was played. it sounded 
like a growl to the ear. but the vibratiilg frc-
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qucncy could be distinctly felt through the scat. 
Higher notes have too high a frequency to be 
observed in this manner. 

The range of sounds which can be detected 
by the human car are known as audio or low 
frequencies, F1om this you will undo.rstand that 
a low frequency amplifier is one which amplifies 
IOUDd. 

So that the transmitter Vi.ill carry the pro .. 
gramme over a meful distance it is necessary to 
radiate high frequencies.. Now. as explained. the 
programme to be transmitted consists of low fre
quencies. and to overcome the difficulty. the 
b'a!lSmitter generates A.C. of high frequency .and 
tumbines it with the [ow frequencies. Tt will now 
be understood that the transmitted signal consists 
tll:!lentia.lly of two diUercnt parts, a bigh and a low 
rrequeocy content. 

Fig. 3 gives a representation of the high fre
qufncy signal generaled by the transmittec. In the 
t:as:e of tbe London Home Service. :the frequency 
ii 908000 cycles. 

Whm1 referring to a. high frequency signal on 
the medium or long wave-band it is usual to ex .. 
pre.111 the freuuem:y in thousands of cycles. thus 

IS 

_____________ ....._ .................. 

I 
flMt "' ii"j SliC.OtiD 

908000 cycleo bcoomca 90! :kilo..cyclcm. whjch in 
tum ma.y be abbrr.via.ted to 908 k/cs. It might at. 
first be thought 1.ha.t by adding the low frequency 
or L.F. signal to the high frequen1;y or H.F. 
carrier a form such as in Fig. 4 would result. such 
a combinati.oo ill mrnlcim. and. so that the original 
L.F. content can. be satisfactorily extmcted by the 
receiver, the L.P. signal must vary tbe amplitude 
or output power -of the H.F. 11igoal as in Fig. 5. 

It is in this form that the signal anive-.s at 
the receiving aerial. The aerial in itself i:, jn. 
capable of discriminating between one signal and 
another. and countless signals will be collected 
by the aerial at any one time. M1ny of tbe.se are 
too weak to be of use but the stronger ones muit1 
be sorted out since th:re is no point in receiving 
several programmes at once. 

Fig. 6 shows the basic circuit of the input to 
a crystal. Th\°! coil L fJO!!!i;~~es a quality known 
as inductance. w1d the ca.pacitor C. th,1t of capa•• 
citance. ff the coil had no c11.pacitance whatever. 
across it, all i;igaals anivjng at the aerial would 
be cfi'ectively short circujted to earth. As a matter 
of interest. it is impossible to obtain this state 
of aff.ai.ra ain-c::o c-ven without any additional cap•-
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citor any coil mnst contain a certain amount of 
se]f capacitance. . 

By combining a coil and capacitor as in Fig. 
6 a peculiar effect is observed, at one particular 
frequency. the signals are not short circuited to 
earth. but are developed across the coil. In other 
words the combined effect of L aod C no looger 
provides a short circuit. but on1y at one pamcu
lar frequency. If the value of C is altered the 
effect will be observed at a different frequency; 
likewise by altering L the frequency at which J,he 
effect wiU take place ca.n be changec;l. There is 
a name for this phenomena. the frequency at 
which it occurs with any given L and C combina
tion is known as the re10oant frequency. 

The valu~ of ihe coils and capadtors shown in 
this manual have been care.fully chosen so that 
resonance will he obtained at all frequencies 
where stations arc broadcasting. Broadcasting 
stations work in bands of frequencies. those of 
major interest to crystal set constructors a.re the 
medium wave•band 1200 k./cs---600 k/cs and the 
long wave--baud 300 kc/s-150 kics. 

Usually a variabl~ capacitor is used with a fixed 
inductance to t:OYer one band an<l an additional 

F"IG 5i -

FIG 1 -
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coil switched in to increase the inductance to 
oover the other. In this way the L aod C com
bination can be adjusted to provide resonance at 
the desired frequency of any given station. In other 
words. you can select the station you want by 
varying C. that is cumiog the dial of the variable 
capacitor. This procedure is referred to as tuning. 
Having selected or tuned the required station it 
stiU remains necessary to cha-nge the form of the 
.signal back to that of the original transmission. 
This process is called detection or de.modulation. 

Examination of Fig. 5 will show that the signal 
has been duplicated. in other words, as. it rises 
in one direction it also rises equally in the other. 
In this form the signal is useless since each half of 
the signal cancels the other. and if this signal is 
applied to a pair of headphones silence will 
result. Obviously some provision must be made 
to get rid of the unwanted half of the sjgnal. and 
it is here that the cry!:11al detector must be con
sidered. This device will pass current in oni, 
direction only. ignoring any signal in the opposit1 
direction, so that if the ~ignal of Fig. S is. passed 
1hrough such a crystal. that of Fig. 1 will result. 
There is stiU the H.F. content to be reckoned 

..,. 
f"IC 6 
~ 

flG 11 -
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with, fortunately this is easily dealt wilh_. a capa
citor conneded across the headphone terminals 
effectively dispo8eS of trus. leaving only tbe audio 
or L.F. content, as shown in Fig. 8. This audio 
content; which is a faithfu] replica of the original 
transmission is fed to the headphones. These in 
turn reverse tbe process of the microphone and 
tr~!'1sform the e]ectrical currents into sound waves 
ao.::eptable to the human ear. 

BrieHy then. your requirements arc as 
fo11ows:-

(1). A good aerial and earth installation, to 
make the most of the avaUable signa]s.. 

(2) A receiver containing:-
(a) Some form of c-oi] and capacitor (L & 

C) cC'l1llbir1ation to select or tune in the 
wanted station_ 

(b) A crystal to get rid of the unwanted 
hall of the signal (detection). 

(c) A fixed capacitor across the head
phone.~ to get rid of any remaining 
carrier. 

(3) A pair of sensitive high resistance hcad
phone:ii. 

Aerials 
By tbis time the intending constructor will be 

a. b]e to appreciate the necessity of a good ae.rial 
It is a point which cannot be over~emphasised. 
Assuming that you are in the fortunate position 
of being ab]e to erect an outdoor aerial there are 
two main considerations, height and length. 

One of the best that can be used is the inverted 
L shown diagramatically in Fig. 9. · 

It :-.hou]d be erected as high as is practkal. 
every foot ..:..-ounts:_ The horizontal wire, that is 
the aerial p1ciper. should have a minimum length 
of 60' to ,vhich of course the length of the down 
lead i~ added. Where it is impossible to erect 
an aerial with an ideal horiwntal length. a com
promise muse be effected. 

Fig. 10 shows a three wire spreader aerial 
which gives 9-uito a good effective length. 

Suitable wire for a receiving aerial will not s:et 
any problems, stranded copper about 7/22 gauge 
is the be.st. 7/22 means that it LTinsists of 7 strands 
of 22-gauge wire. Thjs wire may be obtained 
covered, and [or the present purpose iR bette.r 
than the f}lain or enamelled kind_ 

Note that insulators are u~ between the 
a.ctu.a1 aerial wire and its anchorjng supports~ it 
is important that these are used, other~vise 
leakage will occur which will of course spoil its 
efficiency. Fjg_ 11 and 12 show how the wire may 
best be attached to two of the most common 
types of insulator available. Fig_. 11 is of porc~
lain and is usuaily referred to as an egg im-,uia
tor. whereas Fig. 12 shows a more mode-rn (and 
rnore expensive) type in glass. If you are using 

the glass pattern. one i!; u.-;.uaJly sufficient at each 
end of the acria]. but with the egg type two 
should be used. No doubt many readers will not 
be in a _position to erect an out-door aerial. and 
rnrust necessarily be content with an indoor in
stallation. 

The next best thing to a good out-door aerial 
is a replica constructed in a loft. If this. form of 
construction is u:scd. care must be taken when 
feeding the down lead to avoid do~ conlact with 
ibe wall of the house. At the point where the 
leacl reeds under the eaves~ a length of rubber 
tubing ca11 be used to cover the wire. The le.ad 
is fed through one of the small spaces Jeft for 
v~ntilation purposes. A general idea is given by 
Fig. 13. . 

A less elaborate but quite, effective aeria1 can 
b~ obiained by using a bed-spring. A length of 
7/22 copper insulated wire is connected between 
tbe receiver and Lhe spring. The ~pring should 
first be cleaned with emery cloth. Remove about 
2.t~ of jnsulation from the wire and bind it tightly 
round the prepared spring. The joint may be 
covered with irum1ating tape which is obtainab]e 
from. aU electrical stores for a few pence. 

Such aeria1s. are quite popular since so many 
crystal sets are built for bedroom use. 

\\'hen an aerial is required :in the living room.. 
the picture rail can be conveniently used. Insu
lated screw-eyes arc fixed at intervals of about 
3 feet along the r,;1.il, the wire is firmly anchored 
to one of them, and stretched ri _ght round the 
room until you arrive back at the starting point. 
By use of one, of the insulated screw-eyes, the 
wire is secured and the down Jead fed to the 
receiver. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 14. 
Soldering 

Before leaving the subject of aerials, a few 
words on ooldcring will not come amiss. Down 
leads on outdoor aerials should be soldered, and 
the same applies; to loft types. Apart from aerial 
le.ads~ earth leads and all the connections in the 
receiver will req ujre so ]dering. 

For the type of soldering necessary :in radio 
construction uo eJedric: iron is the be.st solution. 
One of th~ small types marketed by Adcola or 
Henleys will be found admirable for the job. 
These arc exc~1lent for actual set construction but 
are hardly large enough for soldering the down 
Jead to an outdoor type of aerial Here the heat 
:i8 dissipated much morn q uick.ly and a larger 
iron is required in order to get the solder to llow. 

Ordinary irons which may be heated by a gas 
flame can be obLained very cheaply from most 
ironmongers' stores. Assuming the use of such 
an iron, first heat the iron until the copper bit 
is giving otf a green coloured llamet the iron is 
now at the correct operating temperature. The 
bit i~ now discoloured or oxidised a.nd -i.tl lip 

-:.":.; a 
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shou]d be quickly deaned with an old file which 
shou]d be kept specially for the purpose. A better 
idea is to obtain a small block of s.al-ammoniac 
and rub the tip of the hot iron on it, This will 
clean the tip of the hit pedectly. Next take a 
Jength of cored solder such as Ersin Multicore, and 
melt a little on to the prepared tip faces. now 
smooth it evenly over the surface with. a piece 
of old rag (be very careful not to bum your 
fingers) the iron is now ,t tinned .. and ready for 
uso. When heating the iron, be very careful.· not 
t.o let the: bit overheat or get red hot. otherwise 
the tinned surla.ce- will be destrnyed and the whole 
process will have to bo gone through again. 

An electric iron will not overheat. and the tin• 
11ing wiU last much longer than with . ordinary 
types. and since fhe heat does not deteriorate 
there fa less likelihood of making faulty joints. 

Having obtained a tinned .iron~ the process of 
soldering joints is remarkably simple and anyone 
with a little patience can acquire tho art in a very 
short time. 

To solder two copper wires together: clean tbe 
wire with emery cloth. apply a. prepared iron 
and some cored solder to it, the so1der will flow 
evenly o\'er the wire thus tinning it. Repeat j:he 

EAIHl-1 \.&.,Ml 

COPPER 'EAIH H 

tllli 

process with· the rernaining whe and then twist 
the two together. Now apply the iron to the joint 
from the underside and the oared sold.er to the 
joint tm top. Solder will flow evenly over the 
jolnt. Remove b(Jtl1 iron and solder and allow 
to set. The solder will harden or set in a few 
seconds- but .during this period tho joint must 
not be touched or moved. as: otherwise the joint 
will be " dry.'' and quite useless mochankaHy or 
electrically. On radio components. tags for solw 
dering are already tinned though if they are old. 
or discoloured it is best to re-tin them. NonnaUy. 
however. it is only necessary to twist the connect• 
iog wire to it and apply the iron and solder as 
explained. 

Remember: never apply the i-.;older to tbe iron 
and then the iron to the joint, always apply the 
iron and the solder m the joint. It is: however a 
good thing -to apply a little solder to the iron tip 
even when it is perlectly tinned just before making 
a new joint. 

One final I'• DONtT, '' vou will have noticed 
that the solder referred to is u cored,'J that js, it 
contains rerrio and other substances through its 
cent.re, plain solder as used by electricians and 
plumbers will not do~ as it is the res.in or ftux 

PE:RF'O~Attt> TIN CONTAll•.UNG 

M t)(TIJ l:tE OF' S.AL AlwlllrdONiAC CONTAINING SA~ 

AMMOr,ilAC. & COkE 

A - I ' 
F lG. 15. 

-------------------------------------' 
10 
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as it is called which makes the solder flow evenly 
and permits a good electrical joint. 

Equally important do not attempt to use a 
separate flux or soldering fluid with plain 90lder 
or to •t help u the. cored solder. since these are 
almost certain to cause eventual corrosion and 
will destroy any components that have been con~ 
taminated. 
Earths 

The provision of a good earth is just WI 
important as the re.st of the installation. 

Much disappuintment wo1Jld be avoided jf this 
fact were not lost sight of. to avoid any slip up 
in this direction I am proposing to outline several 
well tried and efficient earth systems. 

If it can be obtained, un earth rod. specially 
designed for die purpose -provides the basis of a 
good earth connection, These w·ere very popular 
some years ago when the majority of receivers 
were either crystal or battery operated, but jn 
these days of modem ma.ins driven sets they are 
not often us.ed and consequentJy noi always 
readily available. 

Fig. 15 shows how it is used. First excavate a 
hole to a depth of three foi!t and fill with a mix .. 
ture of soot and coke. Drhre in the earth rod. 
which is a hollow copper tu.be. perforated. Tho 
lead to the receiver is connected at the top, and 
should be of covered 7 /22 gauge.. as used for the 
aerial system. Though not obvious it is important 
that this lead-in should be in covered wire, other~ 
wise a number of indifferent earth contacts are 
likely · to be, made at various points !'I long ih 
length until it reache!!. the set. This is very un
desirable and will spoH the efficiency of the 
system. It is essential to keep the soil surround
ing the- rod moist, which is one reason why tho 
tube is hollow, a.nd care must be taken to pour 
water into the tubi:, at intervals. 

A very efficient earth is the percolath:e type 
also popular .at one time. Due to tb.e chemicals 
used. it wilt extract mofature from itB surrouod
ings, thus n)aintaining a permanently moist earth. 

It should be installed as in Fig, 15b. 
The container is of copper or zinc, anything 

e]se will quickly rust away, again a good quantity 
of coke is used. Fill the container with a mixture 
of sal--amrnoniac and coke. and then bury in coke 
as illustrated. This earlh wi1l not require further 
attenl.ion. It is possible to use powdered calcium 
chloride instead of sal-ammonfac but unless a 
chemist can he persuaded to make some up it is 
better to stick to salpammoniac. 

If a zinc container is llOt available and yo-u do 
not use or cannot easily get ookc. Fig. 15c should 
be used. This makes a bettor earth than many 
so-called '1 earths'" that I have come across:. 
Obtain as large a tin as possible, make a number 
of holes as shown. Solder the lead in the bc:ttom 

Tl 

aod fill it with sa\ .. ammonia.c. Replace the lid 
and bury in tbe ground. The tin wil1 eventually 
rust away. but the replacement cost is neg1igi.ble. 

If it is quite impossibJe to .make dircct contact 
Vvith the- ground, a W.i:iter pipe must be pressed 
into service. This should be a main pipe feeding 
straight to ground aod not a hot water pipe or 
on~ fed from a tank. Scrape the pipe clean and 
twist the Jead in tightly around it, a copper clip 
is even better. Do not attempt to 1older on to 
the water pipe~ since ooJd water is flowing through 
t.he pipe. it is extremely unlikely that your sol~ 
dering iron wiU heat up the water supply suffi
ciently lo allow a sound electrical joint. though 
you may s.pring a leak. 

No attempt should be made to utilise gas pipes~ 
the possibility of causing a fire is certainly veT}' 
remote but. they make incredibly bad earth con
nections due to a number of joints made before 
true ,ground is reached. These joints are at best 
only semi-conductors. at least from an electrical 
standpoint. 
Headphones 

Since the late war there have been a large 
number of head-phone sets avaiiab1e on the sur
plus· market. These may be roughly divided jnto 
two types. high.impedance and low~impedancc. 
For the crystal sets detailed in this book high~ 
impedance jphones are required and the low
impedance pa.Hem wi1l not be suitable unless a 
matching transformer is used. As this is likely 
to cost more than the rest of the installation in
cluding the set. it wiJl be as wen to avoid them. 

High-in1pedance types ha,·e an impedance of 
2000 n to 4(){X} n ""whereas the: low-imped.a.nee 
types are usually 600 .Q • 

The remaining consideration is weight; often 
cheap headphones a.re very heavy and uncomfort
able :to wear, every endeavour should be made 
to obtain 'phones as light in weight as possible. 
Crystals 

All the sets sllown in this book have- been de
signed to work with modern germanium crystals 
rather than the older galena crystal 

These germanium crystals requite no adjust• 
ment. which. in itselft removes the main objec
tion to this class of receiver. Suitable crystals 
are available from the following manufacturers 
aod on the surplus market: Mullard. G .E.C., 
Brimar, Westinghouse and B.T.H. They arc of 
robust con~truction, some in g]ass, others in cera
mic or plastic. but must oot be subjected to heavy 
knocks, otherwise the contact point may becom= 
dislodged. 

From the infonnation given. you should now 
be able to install an excellent acrla.1 and earth 
system. and ha.ve some idea of how the crystal 
set works. so it is time to pass on to _the artual 
receiver construction. 
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CONSTRUCTION 1 
U you examine the following circuits you wiU 

find that each one is different. In most cases the 
difference lies in the coil design and/or the 
method by which the crystal and aerial is tapped 
into it. Each of these circuits has its own par
ticular advantage to suit different conditions and 
the ideal circuit in some localities is not neces • 
sarily the best in others. It is not just a matter 
of a given circuit giving louder results than an
other, if it were there would be no point in 
showiog more than one. 

Th.e main problem is to obtain adequate 
selectivity without reducing the volwne level. 

A receiver is said to be selective when it tunes 
sharply. a set with poor selectivity allows. the 
stations to spread over lhe dial and when used 
near a transmitter will receive the local sta:tions 
mixed together. which o[ course: is useles.i. 

Omsider Fig. l6a. this is a very simple receiver, 
with oo special attempt to provide any great 
amount of selectivity. In areas where signal 

Cl 

FtG. l6t1 

AERIAL EARTH 

1 PHONES 

LlD SHOWN BROKEN AWAY TO 

REVEAL POSITION OF COMPONENTS .. 

II 

,I 
~ 

.. 
RlC> 

CIII 

FIG 16 b 
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1tri,ogtb is not high .. or a short aerial is used. it 
will probably be ideal. 

It would have been quite easy t..:> increase the 
selectivity by providing a tap on the coil for the 
aerial as in Fig. 17a, but unfortunately, as the 
selectivity is increased overall volume is likely 
to decrease. so that unless you live close enough 
to the tram.mitter to haYe a large signal avail
able and therefore need the selectivity 1 (he circuit 
of Fig. 16a wi11 be quite satisfactory. 

Capacitor Cl is to prevent the aerial damping 
the circuit too heavily because thjs would flatten 
the tuning unnecessariiy. however with :small 
aerials it may be better to take the aerial direct 
to the black tag oa LL The signals are selected 
or tuoed by Ll and C2. Xl is the crystal and C3 
the capacitor across tbc 'phones to prevent un
wanted carrier or R.F. reaching the 'phones. 

A practical diagram (Fjg_ 16b) is provided 
showing the layout and an the wiring. You will 
require nuts aad bolts to fix the coil, a bout ½ ". 
4BA size will do. the other parts have locking 
nuts provided. An old 2~oz. tobacco tin makes a 
very good cont.ainer and keeps the size down. 
Note that the metal box is. connected to earth. 
With the exception of AC/DC rec.civcrs the meta] 

Fig. 17a circuit is similar in many respects to 
that of Fig. I 6a. The difference is purely one 
of selectivity, tuning will certainly be sharper. and 
e\•en with comparatively inefficient aerials the de~ 
sign wil1 put up a very good performance. There 
ls no reason why the construction should not fol
low the same !ines as the previous receiver but. by 
enlarging the set a little and using un air !:ipac~u 
tuning capacitor. the efficiency is improved. 
Observe that the colour coding on the coil. aa 
R.E.P. Dual Range (Blue Box) is di.ffcrc:.nt from 
that of the Crystal set coil use<l on the previous 
design. and ma.kc sure it is correctly wired in. 

Cl is a mica compression Ca!)ilcitor. often re
ferred to as a ., trimmer" and because it is adr 
justablc, pennits the set to be mal.ched to aerials 
of varying lengths. Construction is carried out 
on a square panel of bakelite. perspex or wood. 
as shown in Fig. 17b. Perspe~ being dear like 
glass presenm a mo.st attracti vc finish, provided 
the set is neatly wired. It must be drilled slowly. 
however. otherwise the generated heat of the d riU 
will ma.kc the hole wander, and spoil the panel. 

Arter the aet has been wired and tested a small 
wooden container can be made to house the com
pleted set. 

When carrying out reception tests.,. a little ex
periment is well worth whHe. to get the b~st out 
of the set. Try removing the germanium crystal 

2 

work oo aay re.:eiver or amplifier is connected 
to eartb. 

When Sl js open as in the diagram, the set 'Will 
tune in long•wnve station~. but ween closed the 
medium wa vc•barid will be received. 

Compuneuts List, Fig. 16a 
C 1 100 pF mica ca pad tor. 
C2 500pF tuning capacitor, solid dielectric. 
C3 lOOOpF mica capacitor. 
XI Germanium crystal. 
Ll Crystal Set Coil, R.E.P. 
SI Single Pole toggle switch. 
4 Insulated wa• der~plug sockets- and plugs. 
I 2-oz. tobacco tin {or similar coTltaincr). 

Make sure that the wander-plug sockets are of 
tbe rnmlated type, otherwise the metal case will 
join all the sockets together electrically. 

Try to follow the theoretical diagram when 
wiring. a little practice will soon enable you to 
wire up a set without a practical diagram. which 
is a great advantage because often only the theo
retical diagram is given whc:m circuits are. detailod 
in the technical press. 

Fig 28 on page 34 gives a list of symbols 
used on the tbeoreti cat diagrams. so that you can 
readily idontify the components. 

II 
,:';REEN 

L1 c:a 

St 
C! 

BLACIC 

FIG. 17 o 

from the green ta.g ou Ll and connecting it to 
yellow, at the same time ri::moving the lead from 
Cl to yellow and connecting it to green. Once 
the best arraugement has been found the wiriq 

D 
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can be left permanently in that position. Note 
that two tags on the coil aro unused. this is 
intentional because on tllis circuit the extra 
winding connected to these tags is not required. 
With the switch Sl clo!:led, the ooil will CO\'cr d1.e 
medium wave-band, and when open. long wave 
stations can be received. It is customary to 
!Lbhreviate the expression medium wave-band to 
M.W. and long wave-band to L.W, 

C1 

\ 
&:AA-TH 

Ct 64 

Componenh LlRt Fig. 17a 
Cl lOOpF mica. trlmmer capacitor. 
C2 S00pF variable capaciior (air spaced). 
C3 1 OOOpF mica capitcltoT. 
Lt Dual Range Coil R.E.P. (Blue Box.). 
Sl Single Pole toggle switch. 
Xl Germanium Crystal. 
4 Tennina.ls or wander-plugs and sockets. 

Perspex~ bakelite or wood for mounting 
panel. 

OED 

,c I 

·GRIS.EH 

Y£U.Olil' 

TUMING, 
1 

FIG. 17 b 

The design shown in Fig. 18a. and 18b is. more. 
flexible, than either of the preceding sets. That 
is. it can be varied to suit local ooi1dicions to a. 
greater extent than the first two sets. This is made 
possible by the large number of taps provided 
on ~e coil. 

You will notice that in this. inslance the ooH 
is home-constructed on a cardboard (onner and 
is much larger than commercia.Uy produced 
coils. Coils wound in this manner are called 
1olenoitls, the turns are wound on side by side~ 
in this case to a depth of some three inches:. The 
diameter of the coil is ma.de purposely large so 
as to obtain high efficiency. Modem commercial 
ooils are invariab]y wave-wountl a.nd quite often 
are litzendraht which is the German for litz wire. 

3 
This wire is made up of a. number of strands cf 
fine copper wire. each strand i.s enamelled to in
sulate it from th~ others. the whole is then silk 
covered. Litzendraht is more efficient than solid 
copper wire. and by using this and wa\/e-wi.Qding. 
ma11ufacturen can produce an efficient coH which 
cs also small. Unfortunately wave-wound coils 

· cannot be produced without a complex wiuding 
machine and home-constru.cted coi!s must take 
tho solenoid form. It would b0 possible- to use 
litzendraht but it is not easy to obtain by the 
reel. it is most expensive. and is difficult to handle. 
This last poiat is because at termination point&, 
ea.ch strand must be cleaned of its enamel beforo 
a joint is made. and if one strand is broken. its 
advantage over plain copper wire is lost. How-

14 
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ever. by using a former of reasonably larf"ll 
dimensions an efficient coil can be produced 
cheaply using ordinary copper wire. 

The wire must be firmly secured at the start 
and tin11th of the windings. Pierce three small 
holes about ¼" apart ½" from the end. of the 
fonner. Pa.ss the wire through the first from the 
outside, return it through Lhe second and pass it 
back again through the third. Leave some 6 .. , of 
wire at the end to make off the connection. It 
wiH now be possible to w:ind the turns on tightly 
without wire sJipping. 

Count on ten turns and make a loop 1'"' long. 
The method of preparing loops is shown in Fig. 
18a. loops or taps should always be made in this 
manner. never by baring the 'Wire and soldering 
a further Jength of wire to it. Carry on with the 
winding,. making off the taps every ten lums a& 
directed until the ooil is complete. 

Construction is carried out on a wooden base
board and front panel. Secure the coil to the 
base•bnnrd as shown on Fig. 18b. mount Che re
maining components and proceed with the wiring. 

" 

When testing out. it will be found that the fur .. 
ther the aerial is tapped down thi, coil towards 
the earth end, t.he greater the selectivity. A posi
tion should be found which permits separation 
of local stations without excessh·e loss of semd
tivity. 

The crystal tap is .adjusted for best results and 
different settings of Cl tried out. when choosing 
the best position for the aerial tap. 

Components List, Fig. 18a 

Cl 450pF padder. 
C2 500pF variable capacitor. 
C3 lOOOpF mica capacitor, 
Lt See text and Fig. 18a. 
X 1 Germanium Crystal. 
2 Crocodile C1ips -(to wnneet leads to coil 

taps). 
4 Wander-plugs and sockets. 
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A most unusual design is reproduced in Fig. 
19a. 

It first appeared in America about three years 
ago. and it certainly does offer some advantage 
over more conveational sets. The tuning circuits. 
are duplicated and two crystals are used. so the 
circuit may be described as a full-wavo receiver. 
Signa]s received will certainly be louder than 
with simple sets, but care must be taken with the 
coil winding.· as with the other receivers using 
home-made ooils. otherwise results will ho dis
appointing. Be very careful to ensure tbat all 
three windings are in the same direction. this is 
very important. 

The distance between each winding should be 
1-•. After the coiJ has been wound it is a good 

4 

K 

plan to warm it before a fire and paint the wind
ings with '~ Dura:fix!" Heating the coils makes 
the ~~ D'urafix "' run freely. This substance sets 
qaite hard and there will be no risk of the wind• 
ings loosening. A small quantity of enamelled 
wire will cover the requirements of this coil~ a 
2 oz. reel wm provide more than sufficient. 

Be.fore \\iiring in the germanium crystals. c~
amine th.em carefully~ note that one end 11 
coloured red or in some cases marked with a 
positive sign thus +. You will notice~ the sign 
is the same as the addition symbol wed in 
arithmetic. 

It is essential that both the red or posjti vc ends 
are connected together. note that this is clearly 
marled on Fig. 19b. Tho receiver cannot work if 
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one of the crystals is connected the reverse way 
round. 

A baseboard and panel form of a.~mbly is 
used for this set which looks quite attractive if 
housed in a small polished cabinet. Dimensions 
are not at all critical but Fig. 19b gives a general 
idea of the layout that should be used. To avoid 
any unnecessary loss.es the coil should be mounted 
on perspex. 

Obtain two strips of perspex 5f1 long by ½" 
wide. drill fuu11g holes at both ends of each strip. 
It is best to clamp the two together when driUing 
these holes. Place on.e !!,trip on the board in posi
tion. then put the coil and n:maining strip over 
the first one and screw down. The coil will be 
clamped neatly and rigidly into position. 

Twin sodet ba-k.elite strips are used to carry 
die acrial/~rth a.nd 'phone connections, if de--

De:TAILS OF COILt 

,,\L.1. COILS WOUNO IN SAMS. Orflli:C:T10N, 

FORME~ CA.Ill SE BA.l<.ELITE 1 0A WAXED 
CARDBOARD TUBE~ • 

190 

17 

i 
; 

sired terminals mounted on pieces of bakclito 
could be used. These socket strips can be pur
chased from most shops selling c.omponents. II 
feet are not provided. drill two holes and screw 
_into the edge of the base-board. Tag-strips are 
used to aochor some of the wires from tho coil. 
and the germanium crystals. These also can be 
puri:hased for a few pence. At least two tags are 
necessary on one, and three on the other, though 
if the strips have more tags than required it is of 
no consequence. C3-C4, the ganged tuning capa
citors have trimmers fitted. tlris should be stipu
lated when purchasing, and when first operating 
the set these small trimming capac..itancc.s aro set 
about half-way. Tbe idea of these trimmers is. 
that they compensate for any diITerence between 
the self-capacity of the tuning ooHs. With tl,~ 
switcb S.1 open. that is in the OFF po111tl.on, tlAI' 
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in a station at the high-frequency end of the 
band, that is with the vanes of C3-C4 towards 
the disengaged position. Adjust Cl for maximum 
volume. without interference from other stations. 
Now adjust the trimmers for loudest headphone 
strength. It may be necessary to run over the 
adjws.tments several times for best results. Once 
they are correctly set. the trimmers requi-re no 
further adjustment. The tuning coil covers the 
M.W. band. 1500 kc/s. to 600 kc/s., as the capa
citor C3-C4 is advanced and the vanes start to 
me.sh. the frequency to which the receiver mnes 
decreases so that with the vanes disengaged the 
set is tuned to 1500 kc/s. approximately and at 
full mesh, 600 kc/s. Switch Sl is used as follows. 
fol' stations lower in frequency than 850 kc/s it 
should be in the ON position with the contact 
closed, but for stations higher in frequency. it is 
in the OFF positio-n. As an example both the 
London Home Service and London Light Pro
gramme transmitters on the M.W. band operate 
at a nigher frequency than 850 kc/s. If any doubt 
exists as to the operating frequency of a given 

Whenever crystal sets are discussed, construc
tOrzi arc apt to think in terms of medh1m-wave 
reception. Wben you consider that at least 98% 
o! published circujts are designed for this band 
(sometimes with the long-wave band thrown in as 
an afterthought) it is understandable. However. 
if you can provide a good outdoor aerial (and 
an equally good earth) there is a 1ot of fun to 
be had listening to the short-wave bands. This 
receiver is designed .specially for short-wave re
ception. 

A metal chassis is used for construction, these 
can be- obtained ready made in aluminium from 
most good supply houses. It can be- quite small 
and on the original model a 6..,. x 4·1 w~s used. 
Low loss components are used so as to obtain 
greatest efficiency on the .short wave bands. The 
coH is a commercial product which plugs. into a 
4-pin base. Best results: were obtained on the 
3mc/s to 7mc/s band though coils covering other 
bands are- available. 

Note that the ~uning capacitor Cl is smaller 
than normally used and has a maximum capaci .. 
tn~ce of l 40p F. 

Coil type 706/R covers the 3mc/s to 7mc/s 
band. but the set is equally satisfactory on the 
M.W. band, and to cover this coil type 706P 
should he used. This coil has an :iron dustcore
which can be adjusted to make the coll cover 
the requiTed band. The. effect of the core is as if 
turns were being added or removed from an 01'-

station. reference should be made to the Radio 
Times which quotes both wave-lengths and fre .. 
quency. H you know the wave-length in metres, 
it is simple to find the frequency. Divjde 300,000 
by the wave-length in metres. the- dividend equals 
the frequency in kilocycles. i.e .• 300,000 + 300 
metres= 1,000 kc/s. fu the same way, dividing 
300,000 by the frequency in kilocycles Yi-ill pro
duce the wave-length in metres. 

To use the receiver. tune in the signal by CJ .. 
C4. adjust Cl for maximum volwne witllout 

r"allowing stations to ovet]ap. 

5 

.. 

Cl 
C2 
C3-4 
Ll-2-3 
Xl-2 
2 
2 
SI 

Components L-h~ Fig. 19a 
300pF solid dielectric variable ~pacitor. 
lO00pF mica capacitor. 
S00pF twin gang variable capacitor. 
See text and Fig. 19a. 
Germanium Crystal. 
Tag .. strip.s. 
Twin socket strips. 
Single Pole toggle switch. 

dinary coil, When dealing "''ith the short waves 
it is customary to refer to the !requencie.s in tenns 
of mega-cycles (mc/s) rather than kilo-cycles. One 
mega-cycle is equivalent to 1000 kilo-cycles, tbat 
is ! .000.000 cycles. 

Layout and wiring can be clearly followed from 
Fig. 20b and a theoretical diagram is shown in 
Fig. 20a. (:are should be taken when arranging 
a mounting for the aerial terminal. Tiie best plan 
i.s to cut a in ho1e in the chassis. mount the aerial 
terminal on d. piece of pc.rspex and screw into 
the chassis. Tms avoids any unnecessary losses 
between aerial and chassis. The earth termina.1 
is screwed directly into the chassis. 

IU 

11111 

FIG. 20 lfl 
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Wiring as shown in Fig. 20a is likely to give 
the best result!~ but other arrangements are pos~ 
sible and to get the best out of the set they should 
be tried. ' 

Refer to Fig. 20a. The aerial is connected to 
pin 3 oo LI. C 1 to pin 2 and Xl the crystal to 
pin 4. If you have a Jong aerial try this com
bination-Aerial to pin 4. Cl to pin 2. and the 
crystal to pin 3. Connections to pin 1 are not 
altered. In a few cases. the fol1owing arrange
ment may prove best. Crystal and Cl to pin 2, 
aerial to pin 3. pin 4 left free and again pin 1 
i& unaltered. 

Tuning on the short-wave bands is more 
critical than on the medium waves so tune -very 

Fig. 2la.~b is yet another dei::i.ign from America 
and appeared iD Radio Craft some years ago. 
dcz,igned by Mr. W. J. Spain. The original used 
a silicon crystal wh:icb precede4i, ihe deve]opmeot 
of the germanium. Results are certain]y very 
100d though of course on the model built here, 

6 

20 

slowly over the band and remember signal 
strength is likely to vary from day to day. 

Componenbl List, Fig. 20a 

Cl 140pF variable capacitor Eddystone 586. 
C2 1 OCIOpF mica capacitor. 
l Coil holder Eddystone 707. 
Ll 3m/c-7m/c coil Eddystone 706/R. 
1 Engraved tuning dial. 
1 6"":x.4 "x2½""' chassis. 
2 Terminals (Aerial .. Earth). 
1 Twin socket strip Cpbones). 
Xl Germanium Crystai. 

a ge:rmaoium crystal was used. Selectivity can 
be adjusted to suit all conditions and even at short 
distances from local stations. Good volume can 
be obtained without the programmes overlapping, 
Homie made coils are used and for best results a 
75,. outdoor aerial is dosirablc. 
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Baseboard and panel oonstruction is us.ed. 
which can ~onveniently be housed in a small 
wooden cabinet. 

Operatioa is a little more complicated than 
some of the other designs. but the results cer
tainly merit the extra trouble taken. As with 
the other receivers much of the success obtain
able is due to the coils and these must be care
fully made otherwise result!i" · will be dis
appointing. 

Layout and wiring can be followed quite easily 
from Fig. 21b and rcquin:s no special comment. 

hands of the inexperienced will easily break. 
After wiring: has been carried out the set car:1 

be put into operation. 
Selectivity is contro1led by S2. in position B 

tuning is broad but in position A it can be quite 
sharp. 

When searching for a station switch S2 to 13. 
Tune the station and switch S2 to A. The f rc
queney range is controlled by the position of the 
tap on LI. a good plan is to start with the 5 tum 
tap on Ll. 

Components List, Fi1. 21a 
Ct 500pF variable capacitor. 
C2 500pF \la.riable capacitor, 
C3 IOOOpF Mica Capacitor. 
X l Germanium Crystal. 
Ll & L2 See text. 
Sl Single Pole toggle .switch. 
S2 Single Pole 2•way toggle switch. 

First make the coils. Ll is a tapped coil. the 
taps should be made in the same way as shown 
in Fig. 18hL It consisl'i of 90 turns of 22 D.C.C. 
(double cotton oovered) copper wire tapped at the 
following number of turns. 5, 10, 15. 25, 30, 
40. 50. 60, 70 and 80. The former used has. a 
diameter of 2"'. L2 i.s also wound on a 2" dia
meter former, this coil however is not tapped. 
it consists of 110 turns of 38 D.C.C. or enamelled 
copper wire. Great care must be taken when 
handling this wire. it is quite fine and in the 

1 Twin socket strips 
(Aerial/Earth and 'Phones). 

B u: 

... 
Cl 

,. 
L2 

Cl 

l"iG. 21 a 
19!: .... ~, 

• 

11 
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Keep Sl open and Cl for tuning~ adjusting the 
tap on Ll for best results. Very powerful signals 
are best brought io with Sl closed. When tJsing 
CJ and adjusting the taps on Lt. switch S2 is 
kept ia the A position. 

It will be found that C2 act.s as a fine control 
on Cl. One division of the tuning dial on Cl is 

A vet"y useful receiver for both medium and 
long-wa,re recept1on is possible with the circult of 
Fig. 22a-b. A home-made coil is used. On the 
original a 1¼~, diameter former was used but in 
fact this is not very critical and a 1r·· former 
could be used. An interesting point is the con
struction of the long-wave coil section. Solenoid 
coiJs as used for the medium wave-band are not 
efficient if the length is: too great relative to lbe 
diameter.I Now as the long-wave .section· has 300 
turns. if wound as a solenoid the winding length 
would be very great and a lot of efficiency would 
be lost. To overcome the difficulty the coil is 
pile wound. If the whole coil were to be wound 

c,! 

It 

LI 

3 

1(1 

RIC 

7 

• 
F JG. 22 a 

23 

rnu,ghly equal to a movement of :20 divisi.01111 on 
C2. 

Note that the coils are mounted at right angles: 
to one another and that in this instance wood 
has been used as far as possible, an alumillium 
or other metal chassis is not suitable. 

in one pile it would still be inefficient because of 
the capacity formed in the winding, but by divi
ding it into five sections a coil of reasonable effi
ciency results. The same remarks concerning 
winding apply to this coil as to all the othera in 

O.mponents List,. Fig. 22a 
Cl 300pF Mica Capacitor. 
C2 500pF Variable Capacitor. 
CJ 1000 Mica Capacitor. 
Xl Germanium Crystal. 
Ll-2 See Text. 
S 1 Single Pole Toggle Switch. 

LI. U2 tUAN& OF 
JO S.W.G.. 0.S.C. OR 
o.ec. TAPP~O Al" I&!\ 
S& l'UANS,@ lo 84 Ill!' 
TURMS,&,YflNO!NG 
J!'ROM TOP OF" 
r-OR~E:R, @ 

L2 • 3100 TUl:!NS OF 
30 S.W.G~ Ct.S.C. Oi:t 
Q.C.C. Pl L £ WOU N I). 
60 T!JRNS T"O E./1,CI-I 

PILE-

r'· 0••1 
I r 

DETAIi.i or C.01 I. 

ii LL COILS \IJOUNI) IN SA.Iv! t Cl-lR E.C1' 1<)N, 

FORM~Jl: CAN l!lt 8AKEL11''! OR W,11,XE D 
CARDBOARD TUBE: • 
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this book. and readers should not. by this time. 
encounter any diffi.cu]ti.es. 

The design provides good selectivity with good 
sensitivity~ and provided the -set is not required 
to operate within a few miles of a powerful trans• 
miner. no trouble will be encountered from inter• 
ference between adjacent stations. 

If you look at all the other circuits shown in 
this book you will fl.ad that in each case the 
tnning capacitor and tuning coil are in -parallel, 
thjs is by no means essential and the circuit of 
Fig . .23a shows a series aITangement that is the 
tuning capacitor is between the coil and earth 
instead of being wired up across it. This design 

8 

A wooden base-board and front panel is be~t 
for this design. and the wiring and layout can be 
clearly followed from Fig, 22b. Switch Sl is open 
for long-wave reception and closed for the 
medium-wave band. ... 

Coil mounting can be on the same: principle as 
for the full-wave design Fig. 19a-b. 

also appeared in Radio Cmh a few years ago. 
An interesting point is that the coH is a con~ 

version adapted from anoth~r type of component. 
To make this. coiJ you must obtain an old I.F. 
tram;former as used in supcrheterodyne i:ece:ivers. 

Yon will require one designed to work any
where between 450 and 470 kc/s. Some of the 
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vory early ones worked at 110 kcs/ but these are 
unsuitable. 

The I.F. transformer mu11t also be of the type 
tuned by an iron dust core at each end. 

Dismantle the transformer. remove the parallel 
capacitors and mounting wires so tha.t you are 
left with two coil bobbins a.nd their former. Be 
very care[u1 when un-soldering the wires from 
the supports because the coils are usually wound 
in litzendraht and must remain intact. Remove 
2S% (approximately) of the tums from one ooil 
which we will call the secondary. and completely 
remove the iron dust s1ug from this coil, now 
cut the former io. nalf, and mount as in Fig. 23a. 
Warm the coils with heat from your soldering 
iron or from a fire and gently slide the coils into 
position at the ends of the former as in Fig. 23a. 
The wax will set again balding the coils in their 
new position. 

Note that the wires from the coHs are con
nected to tags on the mountings. These arc pieces 
;)f bakelite. and usually :the original end pieces 
used on the I.F. transformer can be used. 

A word about soldering litzendraht. Do not 
attempt to use emery paper. Prepare the end of 
wire by removing the outer silk covering and djp 
the end in methJ1ated spirits. Ignite with a match 

,·· 

):4 

REO 

and after about fi,·e seconds wipe with a cloth 
be.Jd between finger and thumb. This will quench 
tbe flame and will remove all traces of enamel 
from the wire. It is a good plan to experiment 
with the odd 1ength of wire removed from the 
secondary coil. If the coils prove to be con
structed of ordinary copper wire. it c.an of course 
be prepared with fine emery cloth in the normal 
manner. 

Component!I List, Fig. ?Ja 
Cl SOOpF variable capacitor. 
XI Germanium Crystal. 
Ll See Text. 
4 Plug!I and sockets or terminals. 

Wiring is straight forward as can be seen from 
Fig. 23h and requires no explanation. 

Operation is as follows, seleclivity is controlled 
by varying the distance between coils with tho 
wing nut, and to an extent by the position of the 
primary iron du!.t core. Remember that the aerial 
and earth installations are as important with this 
set as with any other crystal receiver. No parallel 
capacitance appears necessary across the 'phones. 
the set works quite happily relying on the self
capacitance of the head-phones. 

AOJUSTING NUT, 

S.LUG LOCK 
NUT._...,. 

PRIMARY SECONDARY. 

FIG. 23 a 
.... ._..¥ = =:I 
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So as to give a truly varied selection. of circuits. 

some of the sets have been desjgned around com
mercial coiJs whilst others use coils which must 
be home-com:tructed, 

c:i 

"' 

FIG.24 a 

2Ci 

Most enthusiasts like to hui1d their own coils 
but when it is a question of something really 
small combined with efficiencv a commercial coil 
is the obvious choice. ~ 

Fig. 24a-b uses a tobacco tin or a similar 
container just as the design shown in Fig. 16a. 

This receiver however is a. little more selective 
and is more suitable than the earlier design. if 
you are near a transmitter or have a very long 
aerial. Take great care to connect the coil accord• 
ing to the colours shown on the diagrams. 
Sockets are used for wave-changing. this cheapens 
th~ cost a little and they are just as efli.cient. 

Components List, Fig. 24a 

Cl lOOpF Mica capacitor. 
C2 500pF variable capacitor s.o!id dielectric. 
C3 lOOOpP' Mica capacitor. 
Xl Ge.rmanium crystal 
Ll-2R.E.P. dual range coil. Blue box .. 
6 Insulated wander.plug sockets. 
5 Wander Plugs. 
2oz. Tobacco tin or similar container. 
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In certain cases. signa]s from the local trans
mitter are too powerful to permit a crystal set 
with a normal ooil to be of much use. I myself 
~ive in Hertfordshire a few miles from the Lon
eon transmitters. and find a more elaborate cir• 
cuit is necessary. Now in radio circles it is a 
well-known fact that the greater the number of 
tuned circuits. the greater the overall selectivity. 
Look at Fig. 2Sa. you will see :that the usual L 
and C tuning arrangements have been duplicated. 
This type of circuit is known as a Band-Pass 
Filter. There are ma.ny kinds of such filters, this 
particular type is an inductivcly..coupled filter. 
note that ·~nergy from the first half (L2) is con-

10 

27 

veycd to L3 by way of two smal1 inductors Ll 
and L4. 

Tuning is quite sharp and the " feel n of the 
set is quite different from that of single coil de
yjgns. A small chassis is ideal for construction. 

6"x4"'x2½'' was used on _tbe original, though it 
could have been smaller. 

Fig. 25b gives the layout and wiring, 
Take particular notice that Ll-2-3 is mount-ed 

horizontally and nt right angles to L4-5-6. this 
is to preveµ.t the coupling from being too ... tight M 

which would ruin the idea of the filter. A good 
aerial and earth is of course necessary. It may 
be found on test that the se]ectivity i.& ~ an,at 
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and that volume has suffered.. This can be in~ 
geniously overcome by connecting a very small 
capacitance between the two Green tags. on the 
coils. The simplest way is to connect it across. 
the fixed vane connection9 on C2-C3. Vulues for 
thjs extra. capacitance are a matter for experiment 
usually a. value between lOpF and 47pF is suffi
cient. A small 50pF trimmer could be used and 
adjusted to suit. The ideal setting is to enable 
powedul adjacent stations to be received just 
short of overlap so that as much volume as pos
sible is obtained. 

There is one point to be observed with tbe 
ganged capacitor. It should be of the type fitted 
v,,ith trimmers"' though of course. fhere is no rea
son why you should not fit them yourself. ll1ese 
are to allow for differences between coils to be 
balanced out. and consist of a small variable 
capacitance a.cross each main section. 

..... 

When setting up the reccin:r, first :set each 
trimmer at half way and tune in a station near 
the high-frequency end of the band (vanes near1) 
out) adjust the trimmers for maximum volume. 
If extra coupling capacity is added as described, 
try adjusting them further. 

Once properly set up. no further adjustment 
is necessary. 

Components List, Fig. 2Sa 
Cl lO0pF Mica capacitor. 
C2-3 2 x SOOpF variable capacitor (see text). 
C4 lOO0pF Mica capacitor. 
Ll~2-3 Dual Range Coil R.E.P. (Blue Box). 
L4-5-6 Dual Range Coil R.E.P. (Blue Box). 
XI Germanium Crystal. 
Sla-b 2 pole single throw toggle switch. 
4 Terminals or plugs and sockets . 
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Another band-pass circuit is shown in Fig. 26a. 
This time home-made coils a.re used. This filter 
is not inductively coup]ed but entirely capacitive~ 
relying on C3. As in the previous circuit it must 
be. adjusted to give just sufficient '·broadness~, to 
the tuning to provide adequate volume without 
station overlap. To avoid unwanted coupling a 
screen i.s mounted behveen the coils. this is neces• 
sary because due to the size of the ooils they 
would be bound to couple quite tightly without 
it. Such precautions were not necessary M.th the 
circuit of Fig. 25a. as the commercial coils are 
much smaller physically and the risk of un
wanted coupling reduced. 

The coils for this receiver arc for medium wave 
reception only. this keeps tbe size down. Coil 
winding procedure has already been fully ex
plained. and covers all the requirements of these 
coils. Base-board and panel construction is used, 
and for more accurate tuning since the coils are 
home~made, separate tuning capacitors are re• 

11 
commended. Fig. 26b gives the layout and prac
tical wiring. 

Componenb Lis~ Fig. 26a 
CJ lOOpF Mica capacitor. 
C2 500pF variable capacitor. 
CJ 50pF Mica trimmer. 
C4 S00pF variable capaciLor. 
C5 1000pF mica capacitor. 
Ll-2 See text. 
X 1 Germanium Crystal. 
4 Te[minals or plugs and sockets. 

For those who do not wish to bother with these 
a ganged capacitor can be used~ but tuning may 
not be as good as with separate ones. The screen 
mounted between the coils is of aluminium or 
copper and should be about l ... higher than tho 
coils and the same length as the baseboard depth. 

>(I" '""t;I- ~---~ 
--~...;i: 

~---· 

c,I XI 

R:EO 

C2 C4 
C5 2 Lf 2 

L2 

• 3 

f 
l 
I 
I 

' 

- FIG. 26a -
30 
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Fig. 27a-b uses a band-pass. filter for 
tuning, and the coils are home-constmcted. 

\Vith this design a ganged capacitor is quite 
.suitable as the coils tune quite accurate]y. It is 
essential that the coupling condenser C3 js non• 

h1dueti:ve, there will be no difficulty in obtaining 
a now component of 1.his paltern but it is as well 
to avoid old components which may not em.ploy 
this form of construction. 

12 

31 

Receivers using this type of filter arc used to 
the best advantage when situated a short distance 
from a powerful transmitter and if selectivity is 
not important this particular design is not the 
most suitabJe. 

Both medium-waves and long-waves are catere:d 
for: consider L1~2~3, this is the firs~ half of the 
tilter. 

L 1 is the aerial co11pling ooil. with S 1 dosed, 
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the medium-waves are received. This coil is 
inductive)y coupled to L2 and L3. Again with S2 
open L2 and L3 combined cover the long.waves 
and when S2 is closed the medium waves are 
covered. 

Tuning for this half of the filter is by means: 
of the capacitor Cl. which is one half of the 
ganged capacitor. A screen is erected between 
the two :sets of coils comprising the filter. and 
coupling i11 effected by C3. an earth return for 
the coils is provided by RI. 

~4 and LS operated in a similur manner to 
L2 and L3. tuning is by means of C2. tho re-

· maining section Qf the ganged capacitor. You 
will realise that the coils must be accurately 
wound otherwise tuning will not remain constant 
between the two sections over the band. 

The ganged capacitor should be fitted with 
trimmer capacitors when purchased so that tbe 
two circuits can be balanced. 

You will have noticed that this circuit uses 
three sets of switch contacts. A thrcc•pole two
way wafer .switch is the best choice otherwise 
either two or even three separate switche:!1 a.re 

L;il 

L3 

necessary. All the necessary coil detl!i.ls are give,. 
in the diagrams. the tap on L4 is made in the 
same. way as shown for other coils in the manual. 
One other component used only on this desi_gn1 
is the resistor RJ. jt~ size is· not important be
cause the current flowing is so small it can be 
ignored. 

A ¼ watt rating is adequate, its precise value 
is not critical so lhat a 20% tolerance- component 
is quite suitable. 

Resistors are coded hy colours and tho 10000 
type you require v.,ill bear the following sequenoe. 
At one end wm be painted three coloured rings. 

Components List. Fig. 27a 
Cl ~2 500pF 2 gang. variable capacitor. 
C3 0.0Smfd. non-inductive paper capacitor, 
C4 1000pF mica capacitor. 
Rl 1000 ohm resistor. 
Xl Germa:oium Crystal. 
s1 ... z .. 3 3 .. pole 2-way wafer switcb. 
Ll-2-3 & L4-5 See text. 
4 Terminals (Aerial. Earth and 'Phones). 

Sheet copper or aJuminium for screen. 

RED 

C2 

C4 

FIG. 27a 

• 
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The first one is BROWN which represents 1. the 
first figure of the value, the second BLACK, this 
indicates the second numeral is nought. and the 
third colour is RED which tells us that two [ur
ther ciphers or noughts a.re added to give the 
total value. From this you can see. we have 1 
plus a nought equalling 10, plus two further 
noughts which total 1000. Some earlier types of 
resistor were paioted diITerently, the whole body 
colour represented the first figure, .one tip was 
coloured to represent the second figure, and a 
painted dot in the centre gave the number or 
ciphers to be added. 

There are no other special points regarding 
construction except perhaps th.at if a long aerial 
is used. a small lOOpF capacitor might be tried 
in the aerial lead to pr~vent damping the first 
tuned circuit. 

'When setting up the receiver~ tune to a station 
at the high-frequency end of the M.W. band and 
set the trimmers for loudest volume. no other 
adjustments arc neoessary. 

. .. 
-·:. ~ . 

. -·· 
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CONCLUSION 

. The twelve receivers described are representa 
t1Ve .of the best <;YStal .set designs available to•day. 
Theu oo~struction wdl provide many hours of 
useful enJoyment, and the results will give lasting 
pJeasure. 

A fi~al word about components. ii no actual 
maker 1s specified, any good class component can 
be used. Switches, fixed and variable c::apacitors 
and crystals, are available from numerous manu
facturers all of which arc invariably of excellent 
quality. Where a particular manufacturer"s pro• 
duct is called for .. tlle specification should be 
adhered t~. Toe commercial coils specified are 
~ely. available from most supply houses spl;:\;:iti i-
1smg m components for constructors. but in case 
of difficulty_ write to Bernards (Publishers) Ltd., 
The GrJ.mp1ans. Western Gate, Lo.ndon. W.6, who 
will, on receipt of a S.A.E. be pleased to supply 
the address of your nearest stockist. Coil formers 
are not always easy to obtain and in this case 
advice :should be sought from Post Radio 
Supplies, 395. Queensbridgc Road, London. E.K. 
who win be pleased to help in any way possibie. 


